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Despite its widespread use in empirical ¯nancial analysis the normal distribution is, in gen-
eral, not suitable for modeling returns on ¯nancial assets. In particular, the well known phenom-
enon of time{varying volatility of ¯nancial returns requires a conditional approach to modeling
asset returns. The most prominent model for capturing the time varying volatility is the gener-
alized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model. But even if time{varying
volatility is taken into account, i.e., asset returns are conditionally normal and heteroskedasticity
is captured by a GARCH model, GARCH{¯ltered returns are not adequately described by a nor-
mal distribution. Especially the tails of the return distribution are poorly approximated by the
normal distribution, resulting in biased Value{at{Risk (VaR) forecasts of the normal{GARCH
model. Ways for producing better VaR forecasts is to use more sophisticated GARCH dynamics
and/or allow for other distributions. The downside of this strategy is twofold. Stationarity
conditions and other properties of interest of more sophisticated models can be very complex
compared to those of the plain normal{GARCH model; and the practical implementation of
some of the proposed models is (most-often) nontrivial.
This paper presents a resampling method based on the bootstrap and a bias-correction step
is developed for improving the VaR forecasting ability of the normal{GARCH model. Compared
to the use of more sophisticated GARCH models, the new method is fast, easy to implement,
numerically reliable, and, except for having to choose a window length L for the bias-correction
step, fully data driven. The results for several di®erent ¯nancial asset returns over a long out-
of-sample forecasting period as well as use of simulated data strongly support the new method.
2Nichttechnische Zusammenfassung
Die Normalverteilung ist, entgegen ihrer hohen Verbreitung in der empirischen Finanz-
analyse, im allgemeinen nicht dazu geeignet, die Renditen von Finanzmarkt{Zeitreihen adÄ aquat
zu beschreiben. Ein viel beobachtetes PhÄ anomen ist insbesondere die Ä uber die Zeit variierende
VolatilitÄ at der Renditen, die eine bedingte Modellierung der Renditen notwendig erscheinen
lÄ a¼t. Der wohl am weitesten verbreitete Ansatz um solche VolatilitÄ atsschwankungen zu mod-
ellieren ist das GARCH-Modell. Doch auch bei BerÄ ucksichtigung der VolatilitÄ atschwankungen,
d.h. bei bedingter Modellierung der Renditen mit Hilfe eines GARCH-Modells, ist die Nor-
malverteilung im allgemeinen nicht dazu geeignet, die Verteilung der GARCH{ge¯lterten Ren-
diten ausreichend genau zu beschreiben. Insbesondere Value{at{Risk (VaR) Prognosen sind mit
dem normal{GARCH Modell im allgemeinen verzerrt, da die Normalverteilung die Enden der
Rendite-Verteilung nur unzureichend beschreibt. MÄ ogliche Auswege scheinen die Erweiterung
und Modi¯kation der GARCH Dynamik, sowie die Verwendung anderer Verteilungen. Dies fÄ uhrt
jedoch im allgemeinen dazu, da¼ diese Modelle sowohl theoretisch, als auch praktisch schwerer
zu beherrschen sind.
In der vorliegenden Studie entwickeln wir eine auf dem Bootstrap basierende Methode mit
einem Verzerrungs{Korrektur Schritt, um die VaR Prognoseeigenschaften des normal{GARCH
Modells zu verbessern. Im Vergleich zur Verwendung von komplexeren GARCH Spezi¯kationen
und/oder Verteilungsannahmen ist diese neue Methode schnell, einfach zu implementieren, nu-
merisch zuverlÄ assig und (abgesehen von einer zu wÄ ahlenden FensterlÄ ange L fÄ ur den Schritt zur
Korrektur der VaR{Verzerrung) vollstÄ andig Daten getrieben.
Die vorgeschlagene Methode wird in langen out-of-sample PrognosezeitrÄ aumen auf ihre VaR
PrognosefÄ ahigkeiten geprÄ uft. Sowohl fÄ ur verschiedene Finanzmarkt{Reihen, als auch fÄ ur simulierte
Daten, erweist sich die neue Methode als sehr gut geeignet, die VaR Prognosen der normal{
GARCH Modells entscheidend zu verbessern und liefert auch im Vergleich zu komplexeren
Modellen sehr gute Ergebnisse.
31 Introduction
The Value-at-Risk, or VaR, has established itself as the most prominent measure of ¯nancial
downside market risk. While it has been criticized as being theoretically de¯cient (e.g., non-
subadditive) and numerically problematic (it is nonconvex) (see Dowd and Blake, 2006, for an
introduction, survey, and original references), it is also still recognized|despite its drawbacks
compared to coherent risk measures|as the most widely used risk measure in practice, and
its accurate computation is also fundamental for the computation of other quantile-based risk
measures such as expected shortfall (Dowd and Blake, 2006, page 194).
Owing to the Basle Committee's (1995, 1996) Internal Model Approach, which allows banks
to implement in{house VaR models for calculating capital requirements, the number of methods
for such calculations continues to increase. The theoretical and computational complexity of
these approaches, however, is also increasing. Examples include the use of extreme value theory
(McNeil and Frey, 2000), quantile regression methods (Engle and Manganelli, 2004), and Markov
switching techniques (Gray, 1996; Klaassen, 2002; Haas, Mittnik and Paolella, 2004b); see
Kuester, Mittnik and Paolella (2005) and the references therein for an overview and comparisons
of these and further models.
While greatly di®ering in approach, all these methods are able to account for the two most
conspicuous characteristics of ¯nancial asset returns, namely strong time{varying volatility and
excess kurtosis relative to the normal distribution. Simplistic methods, such as using the em-
pirical distribution function of a moving window of returns to compute the tail quantiles (often
referred to, somewhat misleadingly, as historical simulation), cannot adequately account for the
volatility clustering and perform very poorly in practice. Nevertheless, it is computationally
trivial, with simple and well{known statistical properties (under an iid assumption), whereas
the aforementioned methods are far from trivial, both in terms of numerical procedures for
estimation and statistical inference.
The least sophisticated method which can still capture the two primary stylized facts to
a reasonable extent is the generalized autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH)
model of Engle (1982) and Bollerslev (1986). In general, for the set of equally{spaced asset
returns, rt, t = 1;:::;T, the class of ARMA(p;q){GARCH(r;s) models is given by
rt = a0 +
p X
i=1
airt¡i + ²t +
q X
j=1
bj²t¡j; ²t = zt¾t; (1)
¾2
t = c0 +
r X
i=1
ci²2
t¡i +
s X
j=1
dj¾2
t¡j; (2)
where the zt, t = 1;:::;T, are independent and identically distributed (iid) standard normal
random variables. Particularly for the most common formulation with p = 1, q = 0, r = s = 1, it
has the advantage of being (relative to the aforementioned methods) very simple to estimate, and
its theoretical properties of interest, such as moments and stationarity conditions, are tractable.
The inadequacy of the normal{AR(1){GARCH(1,1) model for in{sample ¯t and out{of{
sample forecasting became obvious not long after its inception, and was superseded by replacing
4the normal assumption by the Student's t, whereby the degrees of freedom parameter is in-
terpreted as an additional distributional shape parameter in R+ and is estimated jointly with
the location and scale model parameters given in the recursions (1) and (2). While better
than a normal{GARCH model, particularly for more extreme (1% or less) VaR thresholds, the
t{GARCH can also be improved upon by generalizing both the parametric form of the time{
varying volatility in (2) and the distributional assumption (Mittnik and Paolella, 2000, 2003;
Giot and Laurent, 2004).
There now exist a wide variety of generalizations of the functional form in (2), and a large
number of candidate distributions for the innovation sequence, several combinations of which
have been shown to be very capable of capturing the various empirical features of the returns
and also for delivering accurate out{of{sample predictions of the entire distribution of a future
return or just particular quantiles, as is needed for VaR{prediction (see Alexander, 2001, Ch.
9 and 10; Bao, Lee and Saltoglu, 2003; and the references therein). The downside of this
development is twofold. Firstly, stationarity conditions (and other properties of interest such
as the moments) of more sophisticated models are very complex compared to those of the plain
normal{GARCH model (see, e.g., He, TerÄ asvirta, and Malmsten, 2002; Mittnik, Paolella and
Rachev, 2002; Karanasos and Kim, 2003; and Haas, Mittnik and Paolella 2004a,b).
Secondly, the numeric implementation of some of the proposed models is nontrivial. For
example, the quadratic GARCH model of Sentana (1995) has been demonstrated by several
authors to provide better forecasts than competing models and better \whitening" or signal
extraction from the data (see Paolella, 2001; Mittnik, Paolella, and Rachev, 2000; and the
references therein), but has the drawbacks of requiring a relatively large number of parameters
and can result in negative scale parameters, both of which exacerbate the numeric computation of
the maximum likelihood estimate, and bars use of less sophisticated software such as spreadsheets
and \menu driven" econometrics packages. Similarly, the EGARCH model introduced by Nelson
(1991), which possesses some theoretical advantages over GARCH model (2), is known to be very
problematic in practice, with the choice of starting values being extremely critical for successful
likelihood maximization (Frachot, 1995; Franses and van Dijk, 1996).
A similar critique applies to the distributional assumption, in that the density (required
for the likelihood function) and distribution function (for computing the VaR) may not be
expressible in closed form. Examples include the hyperbolic distribution and Gauss{Laplace
mixtures (Haas, Mittnik and Paolella, 2006), noncentral Student's t (Harvey and Siddique,
1999; Broda and Paolella, 2006), geometric stable and stable Paretian (Rachev and Mittnik,
2000). These require nontrivial numeric procedures such as numeric integration, special function
libraries, fast Fourier transform methods, multivariate root{¯nding, etc., which are not germane
to many software platforms, and possibly not familiar to applied practitioners.
The goal of this paper is to recover the simplicity of the normal{AR(1){GARCH(1,1) model,
but still overcome its de¯ciencies with respect to VaR forecasting. To this end, we propose a
data driven method based on it, and use resampling methods to correct for the clear tendency
of the model to underestimate the VaR. While resampling methods are, in general, \numerically
5intensive", it is, in this case, very simple to implement, and is actually faster to estimate than
several, more complicated models. It is also numerically extremely reliable, thus obviating the
need for advanced numerical methods, user intervention, carefully selected starting values, etc.,
and also bypasses the inherent theoretical complexity of the more advanced models. Our results
are quite encouraging and demonstrate that the simple normal{GARCH model need not be
abandoned after all.
The remainder of this paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the methodology for approxi-
mating the distribution of the VaR point forecast and how it can be used to improve its accuracy,
while Section 3 illustrates the method using several ¯nancial time series as well as simulated data
and demonstrates its e®ectiveness in improving the accuracy of out{of{sample VaR predictions.
Section 4 provides some concluding remarks.
2 Forecasting Value{at{Risk
Interest centers on using the past returns, rt, t = 1;:::;T, formed from an equally-spaced time
series of prices of a ¯nancial asset, to estimate a particular quantile, ·¸ = ·¸(h;T), of the
predictive distribution of rT+hjT for a time horizon h 2 Z (usually 1 day or 1 week), and a given
probability level ¸ (with usual values between and including 1% to 5%).
For a given return series and a chosen model from the normal{ARMA{GARCH class in (1)
and (2), the usual conditional VaR forecast is obtained by estimating the unknown parame-
ter vector µ = (a0;:::;ap;b1;:::;bq;c0;:::;cr;d1;:::;ds)0 via conditional maximum likelihood.
Note: The usual conditioning is used, i.e., r1;:::;rp are assumed to be ¯xed values so that the
e®ective sample size is T ¡ p and ²0;:::;²1¡q are set to zero. The start{up values ¾2
0;:::;¾2
1¡s
can be set either to their unconditional (estimated) values of ^ c0=(1 ¡
P
i ^ ci ¡
P
j ^ dj) or to the
sample variance of the returns, the latter being preferred because of the tendency for
P
^ ci+
P ^ dj
to be close to or exceed one. Values ²2
0;:::;²2
1¡r are set to E[z2
t]¾2
0 = ¾2
0.
This estimator is consistent under standard regularity conditions (see, e.g., Gourieroux,
1997), so even for non-normal innovations with existing second moment, we obtain a quasi
maximum likelihood (QML) parameter vector estimate b µ.
In addition to the point estimator b µ, we also de¯ne the set of estimated standardized residuals
f^ ztg, t = p;:::;T, as ^ zt = ^ ²t=^ ¾t; with
^ ²t = rt ¡ ^ a0 ¡
Ã p X
i=1
^ airt¡i
!
¡
0
@
q X
j=1
^ bj^ ²t¡j
1
A; ^ ¾2
t = ^ c0 +
r X
i=1
^ ci^ ²2
t¡i +
s X
j=1
^ dj^ ¾2
t¡j; (3)
and the h-step{ahead VaR forecast
^ ·¸ = ^ ·¸(h;T) = ©¡1(¸; ^ ¹T+h; ^ ¾2
T+h); (4)
where ©¡1(¸;¹;¾2) denotes the inverse cdf of the standard normal distribution with mean ¹
and variance ¾2, and
^ ¹T+h = ^ a0 +
p X
i=1
^ airT+h¡i +
q X
j=1
^ bj^ ²T+h¡j ; ^ ¾2
T+h = ^ c0 +
r X
i=1
^ ci^ ²2
T+h¡i +
s X
j=1
^ dj^ ¾2
T+h¡j ; (5)
6obtained in a natural way by iterating (1) and (2) and replacing unobserved values of r¿, ^ ²¿ and
^ ²2
¿ by their conditional expectation, i.e., for ¿ > T, r¿ = E[r¿jT] = ^ ¹¿, ^ ²¿ = E[^ ²¿jT] = 0 and
^ ²2
¿ = E[^ ²2
¿jT] = ^ ¾2
¿.
2.1 Value{at{Risk Forecast Distribution
In addition to the VaR point estimator ^ ·¸, our bias-correction method requires (an approx-
imation to) the corresponding sampling distribution, for which a standard bootstrap method
suggests itself. Our method coincides with that described in Pascual, Romo and Ruiz (2006)
and also proposed and used by Christo®ersen and Goncalves (2005) for constructing con¯dence
intervals of VaR forecasts (see also Giamouridis, 2006). It is also related to the ¯ltered historical
simulation method studied in Barone-Adesi, Giannopoulos and Vosper (1999, 2002) and the
bootstrap methodology discussed in Dowd (2005, Chapter 4).
The intuition behind the use of the bootstrap is straightforward and explains why its use has
been independently proposed by several authors: The sampling distribution of the point forecast
^ ·¸(h;T) is unknown and analytically intractable, but the bootstrap resampling algorithm allows
a computationally simple and feasible method of approximating it. This is outlined below.
Under the usual assumption that the true data generating process is constant over (at least
a reasonably-sized window of) time, the bias induced by the use of the wrong, but simple,
normal{GARCH model will exhibit certain regularities and thus can be corrected based on a set
of past VaR bootstrap distributions. This is the assumption used in our bias-correction method
outlined in Section 2.2 below, and, anticipating our positive empirical results, appears tenable
in this context.
The resampling method requires drawing from the ¯ltered (and, thus, approximately iid)
innovations f^ ztg. Using B bootstrap replications, the bth replication, b = 1;:::;B, entails the
following steps, which are also illustrated in Figure 1 as a process chart.
Step 0: For a chosen set of values p;q;r;s (for which p = r = s = 1 and q = 0 is most common),
obtain QML parameter vector estimate b µ, estimated standardized residuals f^ ztg, and, for
a given h (we use h = 1 throughout), VaR forecast ^ ·¸(h;T) from (4).
Step 1: Simulate the (b0)th of B normal{ARMA(p;q){GARCH(r;s) time series, fr
(b0)
t g, of
length T, using the estimated parameter vector b µ and an innovation sequence obtained
by drawing (with replacement) from the set of estimated standardized residuals f^ ztg. To
eliminate the e®ect of initial values, a length of T + ` is usually used, and the ¯rst `
observations are discarded. In our empirical analysis below we use ` = T.
Step 2: Fit a normal{ARMA(p;q){GARCH(r;s) using the simulated time series fr
(b0)
t g, and
obtain the QML parameter vector estimate b µ
(b0)
.
Step 3: Compute a resampled VaR estimate, ^ ·
(b)
¸ (h;T), using the original series frtg, and the
7b = 0:
b = 1,...,B:
estimate
calculate
{rt} - -
ˆ θ
{ˆ zt}
ˆ κλ = ˆ κ
(0)
λ
generate
ˆ θ
{ˆ zt}
- -
n
r
(b
0)
t
o
estimate
n
r
(b
0)
t
o
- - b θ
(b
0)
calculate
{rt}
b θ
(b)
= b θ
(b
0)
- - ˆ κ
(b)
λ
sort
n
ˆ κ
(b)
λ
o
- - ˆ Fˆ κ, ˆ fˆ κ,
n
ˆ κ
[b]
λ
o
Figure 1: Bootstrap algorithm to obtain distribution of VaR forecasts
bootstrap parameter vector estimate b µ
(b)
= b µ
(b0)
, that is, calculate
^ ²
(b)
t = rt ¡ ^ a
(b)
0 ¡
Ã p X
i=1
^ a
(b)
i rt¡i
!
¡
0
@
q X
j=1
^ b
(b)
j ^ ²
(b)
t¡j
1
A;
^ ¾
2(b)
t = ^ c
(b)
0 +
r X
i=1
^ c
(b)
i ^ ²
2(b)
t¡i +
s X
j=1
^ d
(b)
j ^ ¾
2(b)
t¡j ; t = 1;:::;T;
to obtain the bootstrapped h{step{ahead VaR forecast
^ ·
(b)
¸ (h;T) = ©¡1(¸; ^ ¹
(b)
T+h; ^ ¾
2(b)
T+h);
where
^ ¹
(b)
T+h = ^ a
(b)
0 +
p X
i=1
^ a
(b)
i rT+h¡i +
q X
j=1
^ b
(b)
j ^ ²
(b)
T+h¡j ;
^ ¾
2(b)
T+h = ^ c
(b)
0 +
r X
i=1
^ c
(b)
i ^ ²
2(b)
T+h¡i +
s X
j=1
^ d
(b)
j ^ ¾
2(b)
T+h¡j;
are calculated in a similar way as in (5), using conditional expectations for unobserved
values.
The original VaR prediction ^ ·¸(h;T) =: ^ ·
(0)
¸ (h;T) and the B bootstrapped VaR predictions,
^ ·
(b)
¸ (h;T), b = 1;:::;B, can now be used to form an empirical distribution of the point estimator
8^ ·¸, with the empirical distribution function given by
b F^ · (x;¸;h;T) =
1
B + 1
B X
b=0
I(¡1;x)
³
^ ·
(b)
¸ (h;T)
´
; (6)
where I is the indicator function. Similarly, the kernel density estimate of the ^ ·
(b)
¸ will be
denoted as ^ f^ · (¢;¸;h;T).
Observe that (6) could be used to construct a bootstrap con¯dence interval for ·¸ (which
could, for example, be used for delivering a more conservative VaR estimate which takes the
estimated parameter uncertainty into account). A related method for doing this has been de-
tailed in Bams, Lehnert and Wol® (2005), and those authors ¯nd that, the more complicated
the VaR prediction model is, the higher is the uncertainty in the VaR estimate. Our goal is to
use resampling in conjunction with a further step to remove the bias in the point estimator of
^ ·¸.
2.2 Bias-Correcting Value{at{Risk Forecasts
The main idea behind this step is to use past VaR distributions generated by the bootstrap
algorithm to adjust the standard (and usually highly biased), VaR predictions of the normal{
GARCH model. In light of the de¯nition of VaR, the obvious criterion to use for adjustment
is the observed frequency of violations (also referred to as exceptions), or past realized returns
that are less than or equal to the predicted VaR.
For a given probability level ¸, the observed frequency of violations, denoted ^ ¸, for a set of
successive VaR predictions obtained from the usual normal{GARCH model between times, say,
´1 and ´2, and the corresponding realized returns is given by
^ ¸ =
1
´2 ¡ ´1 + 1
´2 X
t=´1
I(¡1;^ ·(t)] (rt+h); ^ ·(t) = ^ ·¸(h;t): (7)
The observed frequency is less (higher) than the actual risk level ¸, if the VaR predictions
obtained by the normal{GARCH model tend to overestimate (underestimate) the risk. The aim
of our VaR bias-correction is to locate that quantile of past VaR distributions which leads to
observed frequencies of VaR violations that coincide (as close as possible) with the given risk
level.
Denote by f^ ·
[b]
¸ (h;t)gB
b=0 the sorted, (B+1){length sequence of estimated one-step ahead cut-
o® points for probability level ¸ at time{point t generated by the resampling algorithm with the
original normal{GARCH forecast, ^ ·
(0)
¸ (h;t), added, i.e., ^ ·
[b]
¸ (h;t) · ^ ·
[b+1]
¸ (h;t) for b = 0;:::B ¡
1. Finding the correct quantile of the VaR distribution ^ F^ · is equivalent to determining the
largest index b, denoted b¤, such that, for the corresponding series f^ ·
[b¤]
¸ (h;t)g
´2
t=´1, the observed
frequency of violations is less than or equal to the speci¯ed risk level ¸. To operationalize this,
we need a certain number of past VaR distribution forecasts which precede our actual VaR
prediction of interest. We consider a moving window procedure for ¯nding the appropriate
quantile of the VaR distribution generated by the resampling algorithm.
9Our moving window bias-correction procedure involves a ¯xed number of, say, L preceding
VaR forecast distributions for calculating the appropriate quantile for the h-step-ahead pre-
diction for the downfall risk made at time T. The desired quantile or, more precisely, the
corresponding b¤th order statistic, is determined as
b¤ = maxfb : b 2 f0;1;:::;Bgg s.t.
1
L
T¡h X
t=T¡L¡h+1
I(¡1;^ ·[b](h;t))(rt+h) · ¸: (8)
That is, b¤ determines the greatest quantile of the last L feasible VaR distributions (where
feasible means that only the h{step{ahead VaR distributions for which a corresponding realized
return is observed are included and the observed frequency can be calculated) for which the
corresponding series of VaR predictions, f^ ·
[b¤]
¸ (h;t)g leads to an observed frequency of VaR
violations that is equal to (or just smaller) than the given risk level. The reason for the (slight)
overestimation of the risk level is just an artifact of using a ¯nite B and L, i.e., a limited number
of bootstrap replications to obtain the VaR distribution and a limited number of preceding
VaR distributions, respectively. For successive calculations of b¤, the number of preceding VaR
distribution forecasts is a constant, namely L. This means that the oldest VaR distribution
of the previous quantile calculation is discarded while the most recent feasible VaR forecast
distribution is added to the bias-correction procedure.
The choice of L is rather subjective and is based on the tradeo® of bias and variance,
resulting from the fact that the data generating process is, most likely, changing over time. One
could conduct extensive (and time consuming) simulation studies to ¯nd (approximately) an
optimal L, but that would only be valid for a particular segment of a particular data set. More
preferably, it would be the case that, across \reasonable" choices of L, the results would not be
very sensitive. Fortunately, this is precisely the case, as detailed below in the empirical sections.
Brie°y, we use L = 250 and L = 500 (corresponding to one and two years of trading data,
respectively), and ¯nd the results to be not only excellent with regard to several common tests,
but, importantly, not particularly sensitive to the choice of L.
3 Empirical Analysis
For testing our method, we use the three major stock indices DAX, NASDAQ Composite,
and the Nikkei 225, and the two currency exchange rates Japanese-Yen/US-Dollar and the
US-Dollar/British Pound. The starting date for the series is February 06, 1991 for the DAX;
February 14, 1991 for the NASDAQ; October 15, 1990 for the Nikkei; and February 01, 1991 for
the Yen and Pound, respectively. In addition, we use simulated data, so that the performance
of the method under a known data generating process can be examined. For both real and
simulated data, we will see that the method performs very well.
From the restricted normal{GARCH class (1) and (2), the usual values of p = r = s = 1 and
q = 0 were found to be adequate for capturing the dynamics in the mean and variance. The
estimation period is set to T = 1;000, which corresponds to about four years of daily returns
10data for estimating the parameters of the model. For calculating the VaR forecast distributions,
B = 500 bootstrap replications are used.
For each series, we work with h = 1 step{ahead VaR predictions, using P = 2;000 out-
of-sample values, based on the downfall probabilities ¸ = 0:01;0:02;:::;0:10, where the last
forecast is made for December 31, 2004 for all the series. For measuring the e®ect of di®erent
window lengths on the bias-correction method, we use the two values L = 250 and L = 500.
This implies an additional number of L = 500 VaR forecast distributions resulting in a total
of P + L = 2;500 VaR forecast distributions. So, the date for the ¯rst forecast distribution
needed in our application is February 02, 1995 for the DAX; January 30, 1995 for the NASDAQ;
November 11, 1994 for the Nikkei; and January 24, 1995 for the Yen and Pound, respectively.
We use two competing models to assess the quality of our bias-correction procedure. The ¯rst
is just the normal{AR(1){GARCH(1,1) model, which is a by-product of calculating the VaR fore-
cast distributions, i.e., ^ · = ^ ·0. The second, and more worthy model we use for comparison is the
t{AR(1){GARCH(1,1) model. The corresponding VaR forecast for the t{AR(1){GARCH(1,1)
model is given by
^ ·¸ = ^ ·¸(h;T) = ^ ¹T+h + ^ ¾T+hF¡1
t (¸; ^ º);
where F¡1
t (¸;º) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of the t-distribution with
º degrees of freedom and a standardized variance of one.
In the following, we ¯rst inspect the VaR forecasts distributions obtained by the bootstrap
algorithm, and then examine how the optimal quantiles for the bias-correction step di®er for
di®erent window lengths L. Lastly, and most importantly, we compare the VaR predictions of
the competing models.
3.1 Value{at{Risk Forecast Distribution
Figures 2 and 3 present exemplary VaR forecast distributions for the DAX and British pound
data (the others are similar and available upon request). The upper part of the ¯gures refer to
the ¯rst VaR forecast distribution included in our analysis, while the lower part of the ¯gures
refer to the last VaR forecast distribution, corresponding to 31 December 2004. In addition
to the VaR forecast distributions, the vertical lines refer to the usual normal{GARCH VaR
prediction, ^ ·0.
Clearly evident from the ¯gures is the increasing risk in VaR predictions for smaller probabil-
ity levels. The VaR forecast distributions become °atter for smaller probability levels. Another
interesting feature readily apparent from the ¯gures is that the usual normal{GARCH VaR
prediction does not necessarily coincide with the mode of the VaR forecast distribution, but it
is always near its median. For example, for the last VaR forecast made for the DAX, the usual
normal{GARCH VaR forecast is smaller than the mode of the VaR forecast distribution. This
is also true for the ¯rst forecast for NASDAQ, the ¯rst forecast for Nikkei, and the ¯rst forecast
for the British pound. On the other hand, the last VaR forecast for the NASDAQ (and the last
forecast for the Japanese yen) from the usual normal{GARCH model are greater than the mode
of the corresponding VaR forecast distributions.
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Figure 2: VaR forecast distributions for the ¯rst and last forecast - DAX
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Figure 3: VaR forecast distributions for the ¯rst and last forecast - British pound
133.2 Bias-Correcting Value{at{Risk Forecasts
To better understand the workings of the bias-correction procedure, Figures 4 and 5 show
the optimal quantiles, b¤=(B + 1), for the downfall probabilities ¸ = 0:01;0:05;0:10 over the
forecasting period for the DAX and British pound data, respectively (those for the other series
and downfall probabilities are similar, and available upon request). The upper (lower) part of
the ¯gures refers to a window of length L = 250 (L = 500).
The resulting optimal prediction quantiles for both window lengths look similar, but do
not fully coincide. Usually the means of the optimal quantiles for both window lengths are
close to one another. While the smaller window implies a higher in°uence of individual VaR
violations within the window, the variance of the optimal quantiles is higher for the shorter
window (tabulated details of this are available upon request).
We see that the optimal prediction quantiles move along all possible values, i.e., there can be
large °uctuations of the optimal quantile. This implies that, while the usual normal{GARCH
VaR prediction is near the median of the VaR forecast distribution, it is obvious that there are
times for which this usual VaR prediction is overestimating the downfall probability, as well as
times which it is underestimating.
The correlation between the quantiles of di®erent downfall probabilities decreases as the
di®erence between the compared downfall probabilities increases (full details are available upon
request). Thus, an individual adjustment for each downfall probability, as proposed, seems
necessary. Of course, the reported quantiles are chosen to be optimal for the past realized
violations. Testing these optimal quantiles for genuine out-of-sample VaR forecasts is necessary,
and now considered. For testing the accuracy of the di®erent models for predicting VaR, we
follow the detailed textbook description in Christo®ersen (2003). For h = 1 step{ahead VaR
predictions, ^ ·¸(1;t), and observed actual returns rt+1, the Boolean sequence indicating the
presence or absence of VaR violations is de¯ned as
It+1 = I(¡1;^ ·¸(1;t))(rt+1):
With T1 =
PT
t=1 It+1 the number of violations, and T0 = T ¡ T1 the number of non-violations,
the empirical downfall probability is given by ^ ¸ = T¡1 PT
t=1 It+1 = T1=T. For a correct VaR
prediction model, we expect the violation sequence It+1 to be
H0 : It+1
iid » Bernoulli(¸):
Testing this null hypothesis is twofold. One part is testing the unconditional coverage, or that
the observed downfall probability is equal to the speci¯ed downfall probability (unconditional
coverage). The second part is the iid-ness of the violations (independence).
For the ¯rst part, the likelihood value under the null hypothesis that ^ ¸ = ¸ is
L(¸) =
T Y
t=1
(1 ¡ ¸)1¡It+1¸It+1 = (1 ¡ ¸)T0¸T1;
while the observed likelihood value is given by L(^ ¸) = (1¡^ ¸)T0^ ¸T1. The unconditional coverage
is tested by using the likelihood ratio test statistic and the corresponding, asymptotically valid
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Figure 4: Optimal quantile b¤=(B + 1) for VaR prediction - DAX
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16p-value
LRuc = ¡2ln[L(¸)=L(^ ¸)] » Â2
1; P uc = 1 ¡ FÂ2
1(LRuc);
i.e., P uc is the probability of getting a sample that conforms even less to the null hypothesis than
the sample. For P uc below the desired signi¯cance level, the null hypothesis is rejected.
For testing the independence of It+1, as in Christo®ersen (1998), let ¤ be the transition
probability matrix for a ¯rst order Markov sequence,
¤ =
"
¸00 ¸01
¸10 ¸11
#
;
where ¸ij are the proportions given by ¸ij = prop(It = i and It+1 = j); i;j = 0;1. With Tij,
i;j = 0;1, the number of observations with a j following an i, the observed probabilities are
given by
^ ¸01 =
T01
T00 + T01
; ^ ¸11 =
T11
T10 + T11
;
and ^ ¸00 = 1 ¡ ^ ¸01, ^ ¸10 = 1 ¡ ^ ¸11. The likelihood value under the null, i.e., ^ ¸01 = ^ ¸11 = ^ ¸, is
L(^ ¸) = (1 ¡ ^ ¸)T0^ ¸T1 and the observed likelihood value is given by
L(^ ¤) = (1 ¡ ^ ¸01)T00^ ¸
T01
01 (1 ¡ ^ ¸11)T10^ ¸
T11
11 :
Again, a likelihood ratio test statistic and corresponding p-value
LRind = ¡2ln[L(^ ¸)=L(^ ¤)] » Â2
1; P ind = 1 ¡ FÂ2
1(LRind)
are used for testing the independence of the VaR violations.
As in Christo®ersen (1998), a test for the conditional coverage involves the two hypotheses
^ ¸ = ¸ and It+1 are iid, and the unconditional coverage and the independence test statistics can
be combined. The likelihood ratio test statistic with corresponding p-value is given by
LRcc = ¡2ln[L(¸)=L(^ ¤)] = LRuc + LRind » Â2
2; P cc = 1 ¡ FÂ2
2(LRcc):
Our comparison is based on the asymptotically valid p-values for three test statistics described
above, and models with higher p-values are preferred.
In addition to the coverage test statistics we also report the mean relative scaled bias (MRSB)
for the di®erent models used for forecasting VaR as described in Engel and Gizycki (1999).
The MRSB determines which model produces the smallest average VaR predictions, when VaR
forecasts are suitable scaled to obtain the desired downfall risk.
The calculation of the MRSB consists of two steps. The ¯rst step is to calculate ex{post
multipliers, Xi;¸ for the N di®erent models, i = 1;:::;N and downfall risks ¸, which are needed
to obtain the correct unconditional coverage. The number of violations for model i and downfall
risk ¸, T1;i;¸, after scaling must coincide with the expected number of downfalls, i.e., choose Xi;¸
so that
T1;i;¸ = ¸T; with T1;i;¸ =
T X
t=1
I(¡1;^ ·i;¸(1;t)¢Xi;¸)(rt+1):
17In the second step, the scaled VaR predictions, Yi;¸;t = ^ ·i;¸(1;t)¢Xi;¸, are used to calculate the
mean relative scaled bias of model i for downfall risk ¸ as
MRSBi;¸ = 100 £
1
T
T X
t=1
Yi;¸;t ¡ Y ¸;t
Y ¸;t
; where Y ¸;t =
1
N
N X
i=1
Yi;¸;t:
When interpreting the MRSB results, it must be kept in mind that ex{post multipliers for
obtaining correct coverage of the models' VaR predictions are used, i.e., the MRSB is a measure
which is conditional on correct coverage. In addition, the MRSB is a relative measure, in that it
considers the deviation from the mean of the di®erent VaR predictions. So, they depend on the
choice and number of models used in the comparison, and the results would change by adding
or removing models from the forecasting comparison.
The results based on MRSB are not in favor of any model and the resulting values are
relatively small. In light of the above comments on MRSB and keeping in mind that we compare
only four models, the mean VaR prediction should be very noisy. As such, this measure of
e±ciency is not particularly useful in this comparison and, in the following, we concentrate on
the measures LRuc, LRind and LRcc.
The results for the four competing models are given in Tables 1 and 2 for the DAX and
British pound (the others are similar and available upon request).
We ¯rst focus on the ability of our procedure to improve the VaR forecasts of the normal{
GARCH model. Comparing the forecasts from the latter model with the bias-corrected forecasts
for L = 250, we ¯nd, for all series except the British pound, increasing P uc-values for at least 7
of the 10 speci¯ed downfall probabilities. For the DAX and the NASDAQ, we have increasing
P uc-values for all proposed probabilities. Only for the British pound series did we ¯nd half of
the test statistics in favor of the usual forecasts and the other half preferring the bias-corrected
VaR forecasts.
More interestingly, we found no P uc-values below the 10% signi¯cance level for the bias-
corrected VaR predictions with L = 250 (and only 2 (1) below the 10% (5%) level for L = 500),
while for the usual VaR forecasts, we have at least 2 p-values below the 10% level, with a
maximum number of 10 observed frequencies signi¯cantly di®erent from the proposed risk level
for the DAX.
Summarizing the results for the unconditional coverage, our method is able to improve the
normal{GARCH VaR forecasts so much that VaR predictions are obtained which are insigni¯-
cantly di®erent from the proposed downfall probability. Observe that this pertains to a genuine
out-of-sample forecast exercise, and does not involve using the results from the \training sample"
used for estimation and bias correction.
Regarding independence of the VaR violations over time, for both the usual normal{GARCH
VaR forecast violations and those from the new bias-correction method, independence cannot
be rejected, i.e., the occurrence of violations for usual VaR forecasts have no systematic pattern.
The new method yields a small increase of signi¯cant test statistics for both bias-correction
window lengths.
Combining the two aforementioned test statistics and looking at the conditional coverage
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20test statistic, we see that, for all but the British pound series, the p-values for at least 8 out of
the 10 risk probabilities for L = 250 (and at least 7 out of 10 for L = 500) are superior (larger)
than those for the usual normal{GARCH model. Only for the British pound are the results not
that clear. For L = 250, the usual forecasts result in higher p-values for 7 risk probabilities,
while for L = 500, the usual forecasts are preferred in 4 out of the ten cases.
With respect to the di®erent window lengths used for bias-correction, the results slightly
prefer the shorter window of length L = 250 with a higher number of greater p-values and
a smaller number of signi¯cant test statistics. As this holds for all considered time series, it
appears safe to say that the method is not overly sensitive to the choice of L.
The promising results obtained by using bias-corrected VaR forecast instead of the usual
normal{GARCH forecasts carry over to the VaR forecast results of the t{GARCH model. The
t{GARCH distribution results for the DAX and NASDAQ data sets yield a large number of
signi¯cant unconditional coverage test statistics, thus indicating the inability of this model to
correctly forecast the VaR. While the independence test statistics indicates no systematic prob-
lems, the conditional coverage test statistic carries over the bad results from the unconditional
coverage test statistic. For only one downfall probability for the Nikkei index, one for the
Japanese Yen series, and one for the British pound series, the t{GARCH VaR forecasts are
superior to the normal{GARCH forecasts and the bias-corrected GARCH VaR forecasts based
on a bias-correction window length of L = 250 and L = 500, while they are never better for
DAX and NASDAQ.
3.3 Simulation Results
While the usefulness of any method is best judged using a variety of real data sets, as was
considered above, it is nevertheless valuable to use simulated data, so as to gain an understanding
of the capability of the model under realistic|and controllable|circumstances. To this end, we
generate time series from an asymmetric power ARCH, or A-PARCH model, introduced by Ding
et al. (1993), which, in comparison to the normal{GARCH model, allows the power term of the
volatility equation to be di®erent from two, and, more importantly, also captures asymmetric
e®ects of return shocks on volatility. To make the data generating process even more realistic, we
assume the innovations of the A-PARCH model to be Student's t-distributed, the combination
of which has been shown by Mittnik and Paolella (2000) and Giot and Laurent (2004) to be a
very competitive model for ¯tting asset returns.
The t-A-PARCH model for returns rt is given by
rt = a0 +
p X
i=1
airt¡i + ²t +
q X
j=1
bj²t¡j; ²t = zt¾t; zt » tº ; (9)
¾±
t = c0 +
r X
i=1
ci(j²t¡ij ¡ °i²t¡i)± +
s X
j=1
dj¾±
t¡j : (10)
We generate 10 samples from the AR(1)-A-PARCH(1,1) model using the following parameter
21values, which are typical for asset return series:
a0 = 0:050; a1 = 0:200;
c0 = 0:035; c1 = 0:200; d1 = 0:700;
°1 = ¡0:200; ± = 1:600; º = 5:000:
To avoid any starting-value problems, a \burn in" segment was used, i.e., the ¯rst 500
observations of each series was discarded. The same forecasting exercise as used on the above
empirical study was conducted on the simulated series. We constructed P = 2;000 out-of-sample
h = 1 step-ahead VaR predictions based on downfall probabilities ¸ = 0:01;0:02;:::;0:10 with an
estimation period length T = 1;000, and B = 500 bootstrap replications. As before, we use the
VaR forecasts of a normal{AR(1){GARCH(1,1) model and the bias-corrected VaR predictions
of the normal{AR(1){GARCH(1,1) model with window lengths L = 250 and L = 500 for the
bias-correction.
The detailed results for the ¯rst of the 10 simulated series are given in Table 3 (the full
set of tables are available on request from the authors). As we are focusing on the p-values to
judge the VaR forecasting ability of a model, we report the number of p-values below the desired
signi¯cance level for all the simulated samples in Table 4. We see that, for all samples, the usual
normal{GARCH VaR predictions fail to predict the downfall risk accurately for the range of
downfall probabilities chosen. This is not surprising, given that the data generating process is
far more realistic, and di®ers markedly from the normal{GARCH model. In stark comparison,
the bias-correction method yields quite high accuracy, for both window lengths.
For all samples, the number of P uc and P cc values below the signi¯cance levels are highly
reduced by our method, regardless of the window length L chosen, with a small preference for the
longer window length L = 500. For P ind, the number of p-values below the signi¯cance level are
not a®ected by the bias-correction in any particular direction. This simulation exercise is clearly
limited to a single, albeit general and popularly-assumed, data generating process (DGP), and
strongly indicates the validity of the method for data which exhibit the usual stylized facts over
and above what a normal{GARCH model can capture, such as conditional power tails for the
innovations and asymmetric volatility responses. Further simulation could be conducted using
other DGPs, such as higher order GARCH processes (i.e., r + s > 2), or fractionally integrated
GARCH, or Markov-switching GARCH, or GARCH processes with richer correlation dynamics
and time-varying skewness, such as given by the mixed-normal{GARCH model class of Haas,
Mittnik and Paolella (2004) and Alexander and Lazar (2006), or stochastic volatility models.
4 Conclusions
We present a resampling and bias-correction method based on the normal{GARCH model for
delivering easily computed and accurate VaR forecasts. The method is very easy to implement,
and is fully data driven. The results are robust to the chosen bias-correction window length,
with a slight preference for the smaller window length of L = 250 for the ¯ve real return series
22T
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24investigated, and a slight preference for the longer window length of L = 500 for the simulated
data using the t-A-PARCH model.
The forecasting results we obtain for the ¯ve ¯nancial return series and the simulated series
are quite promising. By design, the method should improve the VaR forecasts of the normal{
GARCH model, and indeed, in an extensive out-of-sample forecasting exercise, the unconditional
coverage is much better, while the independence of the VaR violations is una®ected by the bias-
correction method. More stringently, our proposed method performs better than the t{GARCH
model for almost all considered cases.
Future work could consider the behavior of the proposed methodology for simulated series
based on di®erent DGPs, as discussed at the end of Section 3.3, and also extensions of the
methodology to the multivariate case. It is well-known that multivariate GARCH models are
notoriously problematic because of the large number of parameters, and attempts to constrain
them, such as with constant conditional correlations, are untenable in terms of clear empirical
evidence (see, e.g., Audrino, 2006, and the references therein, for discussion).
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